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A hearing was conducted beginning at 1:00 p.m. on September 17 and

continuing daily until it was concluded on Septembcr 19,2018.

Petitioner appeared through his attorneys, Elizabeth Murray, Ellen Owçns

Smith, and Allison C. Pearson; Respondent appeared through his General Counsel

and Deputy Secretary of State, AJ Kelly, and his Associate General Counsel,

Michael Fincher; and Intervenor appeared through her attorneys, David A. Çouch

and Preston Tull Eldridge.

Bef'ore commencing with the presentation of evidence and argument,

counsel announÇed that there is no dispute as to the status of the parties and their

standing in this action, specifically:

A. that Petitioner Randy Zook, is a citizen and registered voter in Arkansas,

and that Arkansans for a Strong Economy is a Ballot Question

Committee registered with the Arkansas Ethics Commission; (b) that

Respondent, Mark Martin, is the duly elected, qualified and acting

Secretary of State of the State of Arkansas ( referred to herein, for

brevity, as "SOS") and the ex offîcio Secretary of the State Board of

Election Commissioners; and (c) that Intervenor, ( herein referred to as

"sponsor" ) Kristen Foster, is a citizen and registered voter in Arkansas,
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and that Arkansans For a Fair Wage is a Ballot Question Committee

registered with the Arkansas Ethics Commission,

B. On July 6, 2018, Intervenor, as sponsor, filed with Respondent petitions

in support of a proposed Initiated Act bearing the popular name "An Act

to Increase the Arkansas Minimum Wage."

C. On August 16,2Q18, Respondent declared the sufficiency of and certified

the above-described Initiated Act to be placed on the November 6,2018,

General Election Ballot.

D. On September 4,2018, Petitioner filed its Original Action Petition in

which it challenged the sufficiency of Intervener's petition, including the

validity and sufficiency of the signatures thereen, and praying for an

order of this ceurt that any ballots cast en the proposed initiated act not

be counted or certified.

Therç is no dispute that sponsor was required to submit 67,887 valid

signatures by July 6,2018, in order to qualiff as a petition for placement of the

initiative on the ballot.

There is no dispute that sponser's July 6 frling bore 68,861 signatures

subject to validation by the Secretary of State (SOS). Thereafter, the SOS

commenced its initial intake and validation process, following which it concluded,

and advised sponsor, that "there are no mer€ lhan 52,124 valid signatures." This
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number, being greater thanT5Yo of the number of legal voters required (75% x

67,887: 50,915), qualified the sponsor to an additional 30 days to: (a) obtain

additional signatures; (b) submit proof that rejected signatures should have been

counted; and (c) make the petition more definite and certain.

Sponsor chose to submit additional signatures (which it had 30 days to do),

Within the allotted time, sponsor submitted additional signatures, whereupon, after

culling certain petition parts and veri$iing additional signatures , the SOS, qn

August 6,2018, filed his "Certificate of Sufficiency" certiffing that sponsor's

petition "met the signature requirements set forth in Article 5, Section 1 of the

Arkansas Constitutien" to place sponsor's Initiated Act on the ballot, having

determined that spensor had filed 84,526 valid signatures. This final determination

is 16,629 more than necessary to place the initiative on the ballot. On September

4,2Q18, "Arkansans for a Strong Economy" (hereinafter referred to as

"Petitioner"), filed its petition alleging that the proposed measure was insuff,rcient

for compliance with Arkansas Çonstitution, Article 5, Section 1, because the

sponsor failed to submit sufficient signatures to qualiff for certification to the

ballot, or that signatures that were submitted were invalid for various reasons

which I will deal with separately herein
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To begin with, there are no allegations by petitioner thaf any signatures were

obtained by fraud, forgery, or perjury, and there was no evidence submitted at the

hearing of any such activity. Petitiener does not challenge the existence of petition

parts (being one sheet of a multi-sheet filing) that purport to be 84,526 registered

voters' signatures. Rather, petitioner challenges the legal suffrciency of signatures,

and the petition parts upon which they appear, for non-compliance with various

statutory and constitutional provisions. The specific insufficiency allegations will

be addressed separately below.

After the consideration of evidence presented, including exhibits, and

consideration of arguments of counsel, the following facts are found to have been

established by the evidence:

1. Not?fy Seal. Petitioner argues that signatures on some of the petition

parts submitted by sponsor should not have been validated because they contained

illegible notary seals, or (in one instance) no notary seal at all. Two-hundred

original petition part$ were introduced into evidence (as Petitioner's Exhibit 20) for

my personal examination, twenty of which were suggested to contain illegible

seals or no seal. Those petition parts bear numbers and are identified and

discussed below.
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Petition Part No: 31072

The notary box is dated 611912018. It bears the clearly printed name Susan

Shadow, the county of Benten, her commission expiration date of 811212Q18, and

commission number. While the commission expiration date might be said to be

diffieult to read because of its lack of intensity, in my judgment it is not "illegible",

as contended by the petitioner.

Petition Part Nos: 3l7I 0,3320r

The notary boxes are dated. They bear the clearly printed name of the notary, the

notary's commission expiration dates, and Pulaski County. My personal

examination of these petitions revealed that the seals were legible. I find that the 19

signatures of theses petition parts are valid.

Pe,tition Bafl Nos; 3328Q,33805, 34425

The contents of the seals are legible except for the commission number, which is

slightly smeared. Petitioner contends these/this petition should be invalidated

pursuant to ACA 7-9-126(b). That sçction calls for the invalidation of petition if

(a) the petition is not an original (i.e. photo copied) and (b) the petitioner lacks the

signatures of the canvasser.

Neither of these conditions exist when a notary's number on a petition is

smudged. Furthermore, a notary's inattention er carelessness in the placement of
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his/her seal, where the notary section is otherwise complete and legible, falls

within the definition of "clerical error" as contained in ACA 7-9-109 ( c ) (1),

which states that "Petitions shall not be disqualified due to clerical or technical

erïers made by a clerk, notary, judge, or justice of the peace when veriffing the

canvasser' s signatures."

I find that the 24 signatures presented by these petitions should not be

invalidated.

Petition Part No: 33608, 33562,34208,34800, 34870,34872,34957 ,

3 g0g r , 38226, 38227 , 38228, 397 89 , 40992

These petitions were apparently sought to be invalidated because the official

charged with invalidating them considered that the notary seals were illegible.

Upon my personal examination of these petitions, I discovered that 6 of the alleged

"illegible" petition parts identified by the petitioner were made so because the

space on the petition form provided by the Secretary of State for circulation by the

sBonsor is too small to accommodate the size of most notary seals, resulting in

portions of the seals being placed over portions of the pre-printed petition form,

with the result that portions of the seal's content are obscured. As a result, some

information that would have been otherwise legibly revealed by the seal was

undiscernible from the pre-printed ink on the petition form. On most of these
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alleged illegible petitions, the information obscured by the ink on the printed form

(notary name, notary number and commission expirations date) was handwritten

by the notary in the notary block, so that by merely looking at the hand-written

information, I could readily discern the information that was obscured by the pre-

printed ink. As far as the single petition that contained no seal (No. 32230),I

could look at the petition form and see all rçlevant information about the notary

(name, number, date). The "notary block" of the petition recites that the afftant,

known or satisfactorily proven to be the çanvasser, executed the petition for the

purpose stated and that the notary personally witnessed such signing. It bears the

notary's signature, commission expiration date and county of residence. The lack

of a seal stamp does not make it any less an oath. Furthermore, ACA 7-9-109 (c)

(1) applies since the notary's placement of his/her seal on the petitions is a clerical

error, which does not disqualiff a petition. It is my findingThat none of these 108

signatures on the petition parts should be invalidated.

2. D3tpp of N,glql.v $epls. Petitioner contends that the signatures on some

petition parts should not have been counted because notary dates appear to be

earlier than some of the dates that the signatures were collected. Arguably, some

dates appeared to be out of sequence with the dates adjacent to other signers,

giving rise to conjecture that one petition signer offered his signature tQ the petition

out of sequence to the signatures that appeared on the petition before or after that
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signature. Josh Bridges, SOS's Election Coordinator, testified that in his opinion

entire petition parts had to be invalidated because of such date-sequence

discrepancies, notwithstandingthatthe date discrepancy was, in realit¡i, a hand-

writing discrepancy where, for example, one observer might consider a number to

be a"4" while another observer might consider the number to be a"21," depending

upon how close the 2 and I wçre placed to each other. The impropriety of such a

disqualifîcation is further emphasized when it is considered, for example, that the

dates of the signatures before and after the questioned date arç in continuous

sequence, giving rise to etroneous speculation that the questioned signature, which

was between two date lines whose dates are in sequenÇe, was placed on the petition

on some other date, after the petition was notarized. Petitioner seeks to invalidate

178 signatures on petitions that it alleges contain notary date errors. I f,rnd that

none of those 178 signatures should be invalidated.

3. Cpnvassers - Notafy, Block E"rrgrÞ. Petitioner contends that where petition

parts çontain one name in the box that identifies the canvasser (referred to as the

"canvasser box") and a different name that purports to identify the petitioner in the

"notary box," the signatures on those petition parts should be invalidated. For

example, petitioner contends that if the Çanvasser is identified as "John Smith" in

the canvasser box but in the notary box it appears that the notary administered the

oath to "George Jones," the signatures on those petition parts are invalid. Through
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the testimony of Josh Bridges, SOS Elections Coordinator, petitioner introduced,

Exhibit 23B consisting of 14 petition parts in which this occurred, bearingT5

voters' signatures. I frnd that these 75 signatures should be invalidated and that the

SOS was correct in doing so.

4 latantl tl clear" s Petitioner,,

contçnds that signatures on petition parts for which it appears blatantly obvious or

clear that corresponding identifying information was completed, in whole or in

part, by someone other than the signer should not be counted except in cases where

it is sþown that the signer is disabled. Mr. Bridges referred to Exhibit24 and

numerous petition parts he believed contained identiffing information in

handwriting similar to other handwriting on the petition part. No other evidence

was presented besides the petition parts and Mr. Bridges' opinion, "te the best of

my knowledge," that some handwritings on petitions appear to be similar.

As already stated, there is no evidence or allegations of fraud, forgery,

or perjury, and no inference of such is raised by Mr. Bridges' speculation

that handwriting is similar. Clearly no evidence was presented that a

canvasser printed information alleged to be in a similar handwriting.

These is no suggestion that any of the so-called similar handwriting is in
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the form of any signature. Accordingly, no signatures or petition parts çontained in

Petitioner's Exhibit 24 should be invalidated on the basis of Mr. Bridges'

subjective opinion that writings may be similar.

5, Twpnty Percent (2QólBUle. Rçlated to the transcription error referred to

above (blatant or obvious similarities of handwritings) ACA 7-9-11 ( c ) contains

the 20a/o rule, which provides that when a petition part contains twenty percent

(20%) or more signatures that appears, beyond a reasonablç doubt, to bç fictitious,

forged or otherwise clouded, or that the (voter) was ineligible to sign the petition,

thcn the sponsor has the burden of providing that all other signatures on that part

are genulne.

It is signifïcant to me that establishing the applicability of the 20o/o rule is a

high hurdle to jump since it must appçar to the SOS "beyond a reasonable doubt"

that at least 200/o of the signatures on a petition parf are fictitious, forged or

otherwise clouded before it can be applied.

It was Mr. Bridges testimony that he believed "to the best of his knowledge"

that there was similarity in the handwritings on two lines of a 10-line petition part,

hardly gives rise to an appearance "beyond a reasonable doubt." Furthermore, all

of the "similar handwriting" eccasions he identified related to the identiffing

information contained on the line adjacent to the signatures (i.e., printed name,
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date of birth, address, etc), not the signature. I do not recall that he identified a

single signature that he believed beyond a reasonable doubt (or to any level of

prooÐ to be fictitious, forged or otherwise clouded.

Petitioner contends that SOS effeneously included 834 signatures that

should have been invalidated under the 20a/o rule. I do not agree, and I find that no

signatures should be invalidated under that rule. I found that no signatures should

be invalidated under that rule. Nor do I found that the so-called transcription errors

referred to above constitute a material defect on the face of any of the petition

parts.

6. Oth,eJ allegp.4 Transqription Error$. Petitioner also contçnds that the

canvasser had written additional information on seme petitions after they were

signed by the veter. For çxample, petitioner observes that witness Heidi Gay noted

that someone had added letters "ittle" after the L, and "ock" after an R in the "City

or Town of Residence" column, in the information section following a voter's

signature on semç petitions. There was no evidence that the letters "ittle" and

"ock" were added by the canvasser. There was no evidence that the added letters

were not placed in the address box by or at the direction of the voter. More

significantly, the additional letters did not change thç information on the petition

that the voter intended to convey, i.e., that his or her residence was in Little Rock.
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Thus, it could hardly be considered a material modification to the petition form

that would work to exclude the petition or any signatures there from being counted

as valid. I find that none of the signatqres identified by petitioner in its Exhibit25c

should be invalidated.

7, Canvasser name effors. Petitioner contended that some signatures should

be invalidated because more than one canvasser's namç appeared in the canvasser

box and notary box. Specifically, they argue that on some petitions the canvasser

box contained one name while the notary box contained the name of a different

canvasser. Upon my personal examination of fourteen petitions introduced into

çvidencç as petitioner exhibit 23b,I found the following:

Pçtiti,o+ Pgft Np : 31457, 3167 4, 3167 5, 3 I 839, 33 1 85

Canvasser's name was çlçarly different in thç Qanvasser box than the canvasser's

name in the notary box. These petitions bore 12 signatures that should be

invalidated

The names of thç canvasser in the canvasser box and the notary box of the other

nine petition parts are suffiçiently similar to çonclude that they are not different

names' To thc extent they do not match precisely' I classifli them as clerical errors

on the part of the notary. Those petitions are not invalidated per ACA 7-9-109 (c)

( 1).
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8. Paid Cpnvasser's Ad4resses. Petitioner contends that 14,633 signatures

on petition parts should be invalidated because the canvassers cf those signatures

did not submit to the sBonsor before soliciting signatures, their current residence

address. Petitioner sought to disqualify 28 canvassers by demonstrating that they

had been registered as qanvassers with Arkgnsan for a Fair Wage with current

out-of-state rçsidence addresses, but had only seventeen days earlier registerçd as

paid canvassers for another ballot measure (Arkansas Term Limits) using Arkansas

addresses as their "current residence addresses." Petitioner argues that this

inconsistency is proof that these çanvassers submitted incorrect current residence

addresses to Arkansans for a Fair Wage. Petitioner also argued, and purported to

prove through spensor's own files, that sponsor had in its possessien sworn

statements frqm these canvassers that they had Çurrent residence addresses in

Arkansas. Petitioner complains that this inconsistency proves that the Qanvassers

providecl inaccuratç addresses to the SOS when their names \Mere registered. The

essence of Petitioner's argument seems to be that canvassers erroneously registered

with SOS using out of state addresses when they, in fact, had current in-state

addresses while they were living and staying in Arkansas while canvassing

signatures.

Sponsor's representative, Ms. Gay explained, testifliing that the canvassers

were initially registered with SOS using their "current residence addresses" before
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they commenced the canvassing of signatures. She testified that thereafter, after

the canvassers came to and resided in Arkansas (albeit temporary) for the purpose

of collecting signatures of Arkansas voters, she had told them to complete the

"canvasser block" on the petition parts by using the address of the location "where

they intended to lay their head that night" as their current residence address.

Therefore, she explained, the petition parts would reflect different current

residences as they moved from county to county in their pursuit of signatures.

It is significant, I think, that although a canvasser's "current residence

address" is stated differently on petition parts as the canvassers traveled around the

stafe, the canvasser's current domicile address stated on the petition parts was

consistent with the address provided with their initial registration with the SOS.

No authority need be cited for thç proportion that the term "Çurrent residence

address" is ambiguous. ACA $ 7-9-601 contains no definition of the term "current

residence address." While petitioner notçs that the statute distinguishes between

one's current residence address and his permanent domicile address, they can be

the same or they can be different. A person can have more than one residence

address but only one permanent domicile address. The statute's use of the word

currenl residence address and the word per,ma{rgnf domicile address signifies that

the law recognizes that one's residencç address can change with the change of

one's intention or one's definition of the phrase.
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The meaning of these phrases in $7-9-601 should be determined within the

context of their use. The obvious purpose of requiring addresses for canvassers is

to ensure that the SOS (or anyone having a reason) can contacl a canvasser if there

arises any need to do so. A canvasser may travel all ovcr Arkansas in a matter of

days, thus unlocatable by the SOS, while always locatable through a domicile

address. The statute recognizes this purpose by providing that if one's current

residence address is different from his permanent domicile address, the latter must

also be provided.

To require a canvasser to record his "current residence address" upon his

registration form is therefore a trick question to be answered by the canvasser

according to what he then considers to be his residence address, and answered in

another way (where he is staying at the time) when completing the canvasser block

on the petition part, which is apparently the petitioner's interpretation of the term.

For the foregoing reasons, I fînd that none of the 14,633 signatures that

petitioner seeks to invalidate should be invalidated

9. P. O. Box addresses. Petitioner notes that three of sponsor's paid

canvassers were registered initially with the SOS with P.O. Box addresses. Case

law (Bencq v. Martin, 2016 Ark. 359 (2Q16), and Secretary of State Handbook

establishes that a P.O. Box is not a residence address sufficient to satisfli the
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"current residence addresses" requirement. However, in this instance, this error

was quickly cured where these three Çanvassers' current residence addresses were

provided to the SOS on the signature cards they submitted. Further, both

temporary Arkansas addresses (where they laid their head) and current residence

addresses were provided to the SOS through signature cards and petition parts

There is no challenge to thc genuineness of signatures gathered by these three

canvassers, nor is there any suggestion of fraud, forgery or perjury regarding the

signatures these canvassers collected. These canvassers would have been readily

locatable from the documents that were provided to the SOS, which contained their

Çurrent residence addresses. Thus, the sponsor had substantially complied with the

law in providing to the SOS "current residence addresses" for these three paid

canvassers, which arg not P.O. Box addresses.

I would not invalidate any of the petitioner parts or any of the 2, 058

signatures of registered Arkansas voters where the sponsor promptly submitted a

required signature card that bore the current residence address, and where the

petition parts that were ultimately filed bore the canvasser's current residence

address.

10. $worn Statements for Paid Canvassers. Petitioner contends and

submitted evidence tq show that sponsor did not submit swom statements of two

paid canvassers, Marcayla Amadei and Gregory Lee, that are required to state that
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canvassers have not been found guilty or pled no contest to a felony offense or

ceftain other laws as required by law. However, sponsors representative, Ms. Gay,

testified that she had located electronic copies of those sworn statements for these

two paid canvassers in sponsor's electronic files, of which she produced clear

legible scans, but she was unable to produce original versions of those statements,

stating that these sworn statements were likely in storage units maintained by her

company in Georgia. Petitioner contends that electronic files do not comport with

the sponsor's duty, imposed by statute, to maintain these records for three years.

Petitioner contends that 1,1 1 1 signatures should not have been counted for any

purpose.

I do not agree. ACA $ 5-9-601 (d) (3) and 601 (e) do not require a sponsor

to keep originals ef canvassers' swQrn statements. ACA $ 5-9-601 (e) merely

requires the sponsor to maintain "the information" required under ACA $ 7-6-601

for three years. Electronic flrling and storage of documentary information satisfies

the requirement for maintaining the "information" contained in those records. I

find that none of the l, 1 1 1 signatures should be invalidated.

1 1. Signature Cards. Petitioner contends that 582 signatures should be

invalidated because improper signature cards for two paid canvassers, Tonyetta

Hooks and Gregory Lee, were provided that referred to a measure entitled, "An

Amendment to Require Four Licenses to be Issued for Casino Gaming at
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Casinos. ..," andnamed the sponsor as "Arkansas Jobs Coalition." I agree that the

582 signatures related to these signature cards should be invalidated and not

counted.

12. In val f Peti As already noted,

Sponsor is allowed thirty days to "cure" the SOS's determination of the

insufficiency of the number of signatures if the SOS's, in its initial count amounted

to at least the overall number of required signatures (67,887), and the number of

signatures deemed valid after the verification proÇess is completed is atleastT5Yo

of that number, or 50,915. As already discussed, if the sponsor's filings meet these

criteria, it is then entitled to 30 days to "cure" any discrepancy by taking one or all

of three Çourses of action. Sponsor chose to submit additional signatures,

following which the SOS concluded that sponsor had met all requirements for

certif,iing the issue for placement on the November 6,2018 ballot. Thereafter,

petitioner timely filed this action seeking to have this court find that sponsor's

petition was inadequate due to the lack of sufficient signatures.

At the ensuing evidçntiary hearing before this master, sponsor introduced

evidence to revive petitions and signatures that had been cullçd by the SOS.

Petitioner objected to that evidence, arguing that any claim by the spQnsor that the

SOSs erroneeusly culled valid petition and signatures had to have been made

during the 30 day "cure" period, and that, failing to challenge those "culls" during
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that time constituted a waiver of sponosor's right to revive them at the evidentiary

hearing

Indeed, ACA $ 7-6-11 does provide that the sponsor shall have 30 days in

which to submit to the SOS evidence that somç signatures had been wrongly culled

and should be reviewed. It does not say that the failure to take such action

constitutes a waiver of its privilege to submit such evidencç at an evidentiary

hearing that is conducted for the very purpose of determining the sufficiency of the

sponsor's petition.

Furthermore, sponsor should not be deprived of its opportunity to revive

petitions and signatures that were culled by SOS after it had declined to cull them

in its initial review and verification, but later deçided they should have been culled

after notifying sponsor of its culls, which did not include its later culls.

I find for the reasons stated, that all petitions and signatures that petitioner

succeeded in reviewing through evidence adduced at the hearing should be counted

as valid signatures. These include all ef the petitions and signatures identified in

paragraphs 1,2,4,5,6,8, 9, and 10 above.

In summarizíng,I find that the SOS improperly invalidated 19, 335

signatures, mest of which were culled after it had notified the sponsor, by letter

dated July 30, 2018, that its petition had 52,124 valid signatures, and that the
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number of valid signatures was sufficient to qualify the sponsor's petition for the

cure period provided for by ACA $7-9-1 1 1. The SOS's letter then went on to say

that it has not çonsidered the sponsor's petition in its enti¡ety, but has "withheld"

part of it due to unspecified constitutional and statutory çompliance and stating, in

effect, that sponsor bears the risk if SOS subsequently determines additional

signatures, already filed, are determined by SOS to be invalid. I do not find any

provision in ACA $7-9-l I I that authorizes this procedure by SOS. Adding this

numbçr (19,335) to the number of signatures that the SOS determined to be valid

on July 30,2018 (52,t24), it is clear (and I find) that sponsor's petition exceeded

the minimum number of signatures (68,861), required to qualiff it for placement

on the November 6,2018 ballot. Even if the 2,058 voter signatures obtained by

canvassers who initially registered with P.O. Box addresses are considered by this

Court to be invalid the number of valid signatures still exceeds by 1,5 14 the

minimum number (67,887) required for certification of the issue (71,459 - 2,058 :

69,401)

Petitioner offered evidence throughout the hearing upon which it based

argument that sponsor should not have had an opportunity to "cure" any

deficiencies in its petition parts and signatures because it had not met the 75o/o

threshold required by ACA $7-6-111. Since I have concluded that the SOS culled

signatures that should not have been culled. If those signatures had been initially
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included, as I have concluded they should have been, the SOS's initial valid voter

count would have far exceeded the 75Yo threshold.

Oth.gr Çqmm.enls

The undersigned Special Master recognizes that the Per Curium of

September 6,2Q78, directs him "to determine the questions of fact entered in the

petition." However, since the "questions of fact" could not be determined without

first determining what laws applied, and then interpreting that law, this report

necessarily includes my conclusion as to the applicabilit¡r of the laws and my

interpretation of them

Respectfu lly çubmitted,

Sam Bird
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